Maternal stress during pregnancy increases neonatal allergy susceptibility: Role of glucocorticoids
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HUMAN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES find that stress plays a significant role in exacerbations of already-established childhood asthma (38, 41, 46, 47). Murine studies also show that stress can increase allergen-induced airway inflammation (2, 25). One mechanism may be the capability of glucocorticoid (GC) stress hormones to promote proallergic Th2-type responses (16, 31). These proallergic effects of GCs are surprising and counterintuitive, given the efficacy of GC therapy in dampening allergic inflammation. However, animal models using chronic stress conditions, a scenario in which GCs are persistently elevated, observe a skew toward Th2-type responses (8, 21, 34).

Although stress in asthma patients can exacerbate disease, its role in asthma initiation has not been experimentally tested. Several observations suggest that stress responses may promote initiation of asthma. First, human studies suggest that caregiver stress in the perinatal period may predispose offspring to asthma/allergy phenotypes (11, 35, 49, 50). A recent study has also demonstrated that maternal anxiety during pregnancy increases asthma risk in offspring (11). Second, it is clear that the in utero environment can affect the development of the fetal immune system (5, 14, 36, 43). Indeed, two groups (33, 36), using rodent models, showed that prenatal stress increased the relative severity of asthma-like outcomes in adult offspring, i.e., increased eosinophilia after induction of airway allergic responses.

Using a mouse model, we have found that maternal allergy (22), maternal exposure to pollutant particles (diesel exhaust) (18, 23) during gestation, and premating exposure to specific chemical contact irritants (27) all can induce asthma susceptibility in offspring. These exposures share induction of active inflammation in the pregnant mother, and active inflammation in turn triggers a stress response (9, 10, 40). Relatively transient maternal stresses can cause durable changes in offspring, as reported for offspring behavior, circadian rhythms, and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) changes (12). Hence, we sought to directly test the hypothesis that maternal stress during gestation can promote the initiation of asthma in offspring, i.e., increased asthma susceptibility.

After using a mild restraint stress (RS) exposure on pregnant mice, we have monitored the development of an asthma-like phenotype (airway hyperreactivity (AHR) and allergic airway inflammation (AI)) after an intentionally suboptimal allergy induction protocol. This protocol produces minimal effects in normal neonatal mice, but leads to an asthma-like phenotype in offspring of mother mice with ovalbumin (OVA)-induced “chronic asthma” (22). We used these groups as negative and positive controls, respectively, and tested whether RS in normal pregnant mice would lead to asthma susceptibility in their offspring.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pregnant BALB/c mice (day 12 of pregnancy) were obtained commercially from Charles River Laboratories (Cambridge, MA). Mice were housed and fed standard laboratory chow ad libitum in a pathogen-free barrier facility that was maintained at 22–24°C with a 12:12-h dark-light cycle. Animal experiments were conducted under a protocol approved by our institutional review board.

Maternal stress and drug treatments. On day 15 of pregnancy (E15) the females were placed in 60-ml syringes with the plunger inserted behind them. Air holes were cut at the tip and sides of the syringe for ventilation. The type of restraint is similar to the technique used by Kumlien Georen et al. (26); the mice had very limited movement but were not in pain. The duration of restraint was 1 h. Unstressed mice were kept without food or water for an equal duration. In a separate group of experiments, unstressed E15 females were injected subcutaneously with dexamethasone (125 μg/kg) (see Fig. 1). In other experiments, stressed mothers were preinjected with metyrapone intraperitoneally to inhibit corticosterone (CORT) synthesis (24, 39). All stresses and injections were conducted at the same time of day to eliminate circadian variation in CORT as a variable. Litter sizes for these experimental groups were six to eight pups, similar to control groups.
Allergen sensitization and challenge. Offspring of treated/untreated mother mice were subjected to an intentionally low-dose suboptimal asthma induction protocol (see Fig. 1) that features a single intraperitoneal injection of 5 mg OVA in 1 mg Al(OH)₃ on day 4 of life, followed by 3% OVA aerosols on days 12–14. Although the formal description of the outcome is an OVA sensitization-dependent asthma-like phenotype with AHR and allergic AI, we will use the term asthma in this manuscript to avoid repeating this cumbersome phrase, recognizing that mice do not get the human disease asthma. This protocol is known to induce a robust asthmatic phenotype in offspring of allergic mothers but has minimal effect on normal pups (18, 19, 23).

Serum collection and CORT assay. Blood obtained for the CORT assays were obtained following anesthesia with isoflurane followed by cervical dislocation to achieve rapid death and to avoid the stress-related increases in CORT levels possible with slower methods (e.g., pentobarbital). Blood was collected via cardiac puncture. In an experiment to measure CORT levels in the fetuses of RS mothers, we used day 19 pregnancy mothers to allow collection of sufficient fetal blood for analysis. Serum was allowed to separate overnight at 4°C and collected after the blood was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C; serum samples were stored at −80°C. Serum CORT was determined using an ELISA kit (Immunodiagnostik).

Statistical analysis. All data are presented as means ± SE. Differences between groups were compared using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with posttests. Prism software (GraphPad.com) was used for all statistical analysis. A P value <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Increased asthma susceptibility in offspring of stressed mothers. E15 mice were subjected to 1 h of RS, and their offspring were submitted to the low-dose “intentionally suboptimal” asthma induction protocol (Fig. 1). Negative controls consisted of offspring of nonstressed mothers who were subjected to the suboptimal protocol after birth. Positive controls were offspring of nonstressed mothers who received the two-injection asthma induction protocol. To determine if RS significantly increased CORT levels, some of the E15 mothers were killed immediately following RS, and blood was collected for CORT assay. Stressed pregnant mice had significantly elevated serum CORT levels compared with their nonstressed pregnant controls (1,136 and 151.5 ng/ml, respectively, P < 0.0001, Fig. 1B), indicating that the RS procedure was effective. Similarly, CORT levels were elevated in the fetuses of RS mothers (Fig. 1C). Simple handling of the mothers, or injections of vehicle, did not significantly affect maternal levels of CORT (Fig. 1D).

BAL samples from offspring of stressed animals showed markedly elevated total cell counts compared with offspring of nonstressed controls and were similar to positive controls (P < 0.05, Fig. 2A). Total BAL eosinophils were similarly increased in the experimental group compared with the negative control group (P < 0.05, Fig. 2B). The single stress at day E15 was chosen after pilot studies compared effects of maternal RS administered one (day E15), two (days E15 and E17), and three (days E15, E17, and E19) times. These initial experiments showed a similar effect of increased asthma susceptibility in offspring (data not shown). Based on these pilot data, the single day 15 time point was used.

Increased asthma susceptibility in offspring of dexamethasone-injected nonstressed mothers. To investigate the potential role of maternal stress-induced corticosteroids, we sought as proof-of-principle to test whether administration of exogenous corticosteroid, e.g., dexamethasone, to pregnant mother mice would alter asthma susceptibility in their offspring. We chose dexamethasone because it readily crosses the placenta and enters fetal circulation (48). In this group of experiments, nonstressed pregnant E15 mice were injected subcutaneously with dexamethasone, and allowed to give birth normally. After birth, the offspring were subjected to the suboptimal protocol (Fig. 1). Positive controls were pups who received the two-injection protocol. For these experiments, there were three negative control groups, all subjected to the intentionally suboptimal protocol summarized in Fig. 1. The first negative
A control group was comprised of offspring of nonstressed mothers; the second negative control group consisted of offspring of vehicle-injected mothers; the third negative control group consisted of offspring of “handled” mothers. The “handling” consisted of taking the animal out of the cage but no injection. These negative controls were used because mere handling and injection may constitute stress in animals, which could potentially affect offspring.

The offspring of dexamethasone-injected mothers showed increased BAL total cell counts compared with all three negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 2A). These levels were similar to those seen in positive controls ($P > 0.05$). The experimental group also had increased BAL total eosinophils compared with negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 2D). The vehicle-injected and handling controls did not show statistically significant differences in BAL total cell counts and total eosinophilia compared to the negative controls.

The offspring of dexamethasone-injected mothers showed increased BAL total cell counts compared with all three negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 2C). These levels were similar to those seen in positive controls ($P > 0.05$). The experimental group also had increased BAL total eosinophils compared with negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 2D). The vehicle-injected and handling controls did not show statistically significant differences in BAL total cell counts and total eosinophilia compared to the negative controls.

Fig. 1. A: schematic of experimental protocol. Fifteen-day pregnant mice (E15) were subjected to 1 h of restraint stress and allowed to deliver normally. Offspring received one intraperitoneal injection of ovalbumin (OVA/Al(OH)$_3$) on day 4 of life and 10 min aerosol challenges with 3% OVA on days 12–14 (Intentionally suboptimal protocol) followed by analysis on days 15 and 16. B: maternal serum corticosterone (CORT) levels were evaluated by ELISA immediately after the stress (RS) vs. unstressed controls ($n = 5$/group, $*P < 0.05$). C: after maternal stress, fetal E19 serum CORT levels were elevated significantly vs. the levels seen in control fetuses, tested as a pool of samples from a pregnant mouse ($n = 3$/group, $*P < 0.05$). D: maternal serum CORT levels were not affected by handling or vehicle injection ($n = 3$/group).

Fig. 2. Effect of maternal stress on offspring allergy phenotype. Following the intentionally suboptimal protocol, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) total cell counts and eosinophils were increased in offspring of stressed mothers compared with nonstressed mothers ($n = 6$/group, $*P < 0.05$, A and B). Cell counts and eosinophils were similar in the experimental group and the positive control group ($P > 0.05$). Following the intentionally suboptimal protocol, BAL total cell counts and eosinophils were increased in offspring of dexamethasone-injected mothers compared with vehicle-injected mothers ($n = 16$/group, $*P < 0.05$, C and D). Total cell counts and eosinophil counts were similar in the experimental dexamethasone (Dex) group and positive control group ($P > 0.05$).
with the offspring of nonstressed, noninjected, nonhandled mothers.

Histological evaluation also demonstrated increased allergic inflammation around airways and vessels in the lung samples of the offspring of stressed mothers compared with negative controls. The offspring of stressed mothers had increased index scores and GCM (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) compared with negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 3).

We evaluated whether vehicle injection and handling alone significantly affected maternal serum CORT levels compared with nonstressed, noninjected, nonhandled controls ($P > 0.05$, Fig. 1D). Whereas there was some minimal elevation, it was not statistically significant, and substantially less than levels observed in the RS-treated E15 pregnant mice (e.g., 1,136 ng/ml in stressed vs. 189 and 190 ng/ml in “handling only” and “vehicle injection,” respectively).

Inhibition of maternal GC synthesis with metyrapone abrogates the effect of maternal stress on offspring susceptibility to allergy. To more directly test the role of endogenous corticosteroids, we used metyrapone, a steroid 11β-hydroxylase inhibitor that has been used to reduce excess GC production in human pregnancy (24). We first optimized the dose of metyrapone needed to eliminate the CORT surge after RS without eliminating baseline CORT levels. In Fig. 4A, the 100 and 200 mg/kg doses significantly decreased maternal CORT levels after RS; hence, the lower 100 mg/kg dose was selected for further experiments. The comparison of CORT levels in stressed mothers after metyrapone shows concentrations intermediate to those of nonstressed pregnant mice and nonstressed nonpregnant female mice (Fig. 4B). After exposure of offspring to the intentionally suboptimal protocol, we found that susceptibility to the allergy phenotype was abrogated by metyrapone pretreatment of RS mothers. The positive controls (double injected, or offspring of RS mothers injected with vehicle only) showed increased BAL eosinophilia. In contrast, the offspring of metyrapone-treated stressed mothers had significantly lower levels of BAL cells and eosinophils (Fig. 4, C and D) after the low-dose allergen protocol.

To complement the analyses of BAL cells and histology, we performed measurements of Penh response to inhaled methacholine in parallel to the pathological evaluations already reported. As shown in Fig. 5, airway responsiveness, as measured by unrestrained plethysmography, was also increased at the three highest concentrations of methacholine in the offspring of stressed mothers compared with negative controls ($P < 0.05$, Fig. 5A) and was similar to that seen in positive controls. Airway responses to increasing concentrations of methacholine (50 and 100 mg/ml) were also increased in the offspring of dexamethasone-injected mothers compared with the offspring of nonstressed, noninjected, nonhandled mothers (Fig. 5B). All negative controls had statistically similar minimal response to increasing concentrations of methacholine. In contrast, the offspring of metyrapone-treated stressed mothers had ameliorated responsiveness to methacholine (Fig. 5C) after the low-dose allergen protocol.

**DISCUSSION**

We sought to test the postulate that GCs generated by stress during pregnancy can induce asthma susceptibility in offspring. To test this hypothesis, we stressed mice on day 15 of pregnancy, allowed them to give birth, and assessed offspring for asthma susceptibility. There are multiple ways to experimentally stress mice (i.e., sound, cold, social conditions, restraint). For these experiments, we chose RS because it was found effective in prior murine asthma studies (26), it is considered a psychological stress (13, 28), it does not require specialized equipment, and is quantifiable (in terms of duration). Only the offspring of stressed mothers demonstrated increased asthma susceptibility (i.e., increased airway inflammation and increased Penh following intentionally suboptimal protocol) compared with offspring of nonstressed mothers. In addition, we also demonstrated that a single episode of RS significantly elevated maternal CORT levels. These results indicate that maternal stress can play a role in the initiation of asthma by increasing asthma susceptibility in offspring.

The mechanism for this phenomenon remains to be fully elucidated. However, we postulate that it may be related to the observed elevation of stress hormones (i.e., CORT). Maternal stress leads to the activation of the HPA axis, which, through the actions of hypothalamic corticotropin-releasing hormone and adrenocorticotropic hormone, causes release of stress hormones from the adrenal gland (44). To test this hypothesis, we...
injected nonstressed pregnant mice with dexamethasone, a stress hormone analog. Results from this group of experiments demonstrated that dexamethasone injection alone induces asthma susceptibility in offspring. Importantly, handled and vehicle-injected mothers did not have increased CORT levels, nor did their offspring have increased asthma susceptibility. Conversely, the effect of maternal RS was abrogated by pre-treatment with metyrapone, an agent that inhibits CORT synthesis. This finding directly supports a critical role of steroid stress hormones in the observed effect.

Postulating that GC such as CORT can have proallergic/asthmatic effects may seem counterintuitive, especially given that they are the mainstays of highly effective therapeutics for asthma. However, GCs can act to promote Th2 responses, by upregulating IL-4, -10, and -13 production in vitro and by suppressing antigen-presenting cell production of IL-12 in vitro and in vivo (16). In vivo animal studies have also shown that experimental stress can have proallergic effects. A key point is that studies in asthma models have shown that chronic stress, but not acute stress, increases BAL total cell counts (8, 21, 34) and can increase BAL IL-4 and -5 levels (34). Interestingly, when RU-486, a potent GC receptor antagonist, was administered before OVA challenge in these stress studies, BAL cell counts remained normal without the usual eosinophilia (7). These data also indicate that chronic stress increases allergic AI in a GC-dependent manner.

The RS used in this model is an acute stress. However, pregnancy per se is already a state of chronic stress, at least as defined by the well-characterized elevation of serum CORT observed, compared with nonpregnant levels (3, 6, 15). Thus, our model could be viewed as an acute stress superimposed on a chronic stress model. We speculate that, in the setting of chronically elevated CORT levels seen in pregnancy, further acute elevations cross a threshold, thereby causing proallergic skewing of the developing immune system in offspring. It is noteworthy that elevations in maternal salivary cortisol during pregnancy were associated with children’s wheeze in a recent human cohort study (51), consistent with other human epidemiological studies showing a link between maternal stress and increased incidence of asthma in children (11, 35, 37, 49, 50). Although maternal CORT can be degraded to its inert form at the placental barrier by 11β-HSD-2, the enzymatic barrier is not absolute. Maternal CORT can cross the placenta and significantly affect fetal CORT levels (reviewed in Ref. 45) during circadian peaks. Once across the placental barrier, this maternal CORT may have the same Th2-promoting effects seen in the adult chronic stress models (16), which could lead to increased vulnerability to asthma and allergies. Relatively transient maternal stress and increases in CORT can cause durable changes in offspring as reported for offspring behavioral, circadian rhythm, and HPA changes, most likely through epigenetic mechanisms (reviewed in Ref. 12). It has also been shown that GCs given to mothers during pregnancy can significantly and persistently alter offspring blood pressure and adult weight (4, 32). These data are consistent with our observation that a single stress during pregnancy can cause persistent changes in offspring. It should be noted that the magnitude of the CORT rise after the single RS in mice is quite high (~6- to 8-fold), especially compared with human stress responses [e.g., <3-fold for social stresses, sky diving (20, 42)].
There are some limitations to this study that warrant discussion. First, a stress hormone analog was used (dexamethasone) rather than CORT. These compounds, although very similar, are not identical. In contrast to CORT, dexamethasone is more potent and crosses the placenta without degradation. Because of these differences, injection of dexamethasone may not exactly recapitulate the effects of increases in serum CORT following stress responses. Although this is true, dexamethasone was chosen precisely because of these differences. If the mechanism by which maternal stress induced offspring asthma susceptibility was transplacental passage of stress hormone then dexamethasone would likely give a stronger signal than CORT. Another shortcoming is that this model cannot differentiate between prenatal and postnatal effects of maternal stress. Whereas it is likely that maternal stress alters development of the fetal immune system leading to asthma susceptibility, it is also possible that maternal stress may cause postnatal changes leading to susceptibility. Stress may alter maternal behavior (29) or breast milk constituents, which could conceivably affect changes in the neonatal immune system. It is also equally possible that maternal stress can affect offspring immune systems both pre- and postnatally. However, to differentiate between pre- and postnatal effects is beyond the scope of the current study. Similarly, the molecular mechanism(s) by which GCs make developing offspring more susceptible to allergy remain unknown, although we speculate that changes in the epigenetic control of immune responses are likely to be involved.

A final topic that merits discussion is our use of Penh. The Penh measurement is controversial, since it is not a direct measure of airway resistance but rather a calculated dimensionless value used as a surrogate. However, it is a pulmonary function assay that is most easily applied to the small 15-day-old mice we study. In addition, the OVA-asthma model in the Balb/c strain is the only one where Penh actually correlates well with invasive tests of airway resistance [as detailed inside the major paper revealing problems with Penh in C57Bl/6 mice (1), and in work by others (30)]. For the interested reader, the limitations and advantages of this method have been extensively discussed elsewhere (17).

Despite these shortcomings, this study demonstrates that a relatively short-lived physical RS of pregnant mice can indeed promote initiation of an asthma-like phenotype in offspring. Furthermore, the stress effect can be recapitulated with a single injection of dexamethasone, a stress hormone analog, in a nonstressed pregnant female and blocked by inhibiting the endogenous production of a surge in CORT that follows RS. The findings suggest that inflammation-induced stress hormones may be a common pathway by which various toxic or stressful pregnancy exposures can increase offspring susceptibility to asthma.
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